Contingency procedure applicable to the PCOS System
A. The BEI PIN/s is unavailable.

BEI PIN/s is
unavailable

BEI shall inform the
Technical Support
Personnel (TSP).

The TSP shall
inform the PCOS
Supervisor.

PCOS is now ready
to resume the
voting process.

The TSP shall
provide the PINs to
the BEI.

NSC shall advise the
PCOS Supervisor to
provide the PINs to
BEI.

PCOS is now ready
to resume the
voting process.

The TSP shall call the
PCOS Supervisor
who shall in turn call
the NSC and inform
them about the
availability of the
PINs.

PCOS Supervisor
shall inform the
NSC.

NSC shall advise the
PCOS Supervisor to
provide the PINs to
BEI.

B. There is a ballot jam

There is a ballot
jam

the BEI-IT capable
shall pull out gently
the ballot.

BEI chairman
shall refeed
the ballot

If rejected because it
has already been
counted
Ballot shall be
deposited to the
ballot box without
passing through the
PCOS.

If rejected because of
other causes
BEI shall follow the
provisions as stated in
the Revised General
Instructions for BEIs for
rejected ballot.

* In cases when the ballot jam is caused by the improper stacking of the ballot box, and there is a need to open the ballot box, press the ballots
in order to make room for additional ballots, and thereafter, close the ballot box.

C. There is a Printer Jam:

Printer Jam

The Technical Support
Personnel shall be
supervised by the BEI
in doing it.

The technical Support
personnel shall reload
the paper, once the
jam, has been
removed.

D. There is a Power Supply Interruption (Battery):

Power Supply
Interruption

PCOS supervisor or
Technical Support
Personnel shall advise
the NSC to undertake
measures to locate and
deliver a replacement
battery.

Under the direct
supervision of the BEI,
the technical support
personnel shall do the
replacement.

E. PCOS operation is interrupted during voting, as when the Display Screen is unresponsive, or there is a Hardware failure or damage, and
other similar circumstances.

PCOS Operations
Interrupted

Operations shall
continue

PCOS supervisor or
Technical Support
Personnel shall advise
the NSC to undertake
measures to locate and
deliver a replacement
battery.

The ballots and the
memory card shall be
ensured by the BEI and
once the replacement
is done. The technical
personnel shall inform
the NSC.

Troubleshooting
will be done by the
TSP as instructed
by the NSC.

Problem persists

Problem Solved

NSC will arrange
the transfer of
PCOS

Contingency
PCOS Machine’s
availability

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE
NOT AVAILABLE
VOTING OVER BUT
AND PCOS IS DOES
NOT ARRIVE

BEI shall Use the
PCOS of nearby
or next precinct
Ballots will be brought
to the Municipal /city
canvassing where it will
be counted

NOT AVAILABLE

F. PCOS was not able to print the election returns

G. The main memory card, or iButton Keys is/are defective/lost/stolen/destroyed:

The main memory
card, or iButton
Keys is/are
defective/lost/stol
en/destroyed

BEI shall inform the
technical Support
personnel and the
DepEd supervisor, who
shall inform the
Election Officers
concerned

The Technical Support
personnel shall inform
the NSC, and await
further instructions.

The Election Officer shall send
out the notice of the date,
time and place of reconvening
of the BEIs for the purpose of
the automated counting to all
concerned parties.

The BEI, after receiving
authority from the
from Election Officer,
shall proceed with the
voting, depositing the
ballot box without
passing through the
PCOS

After voting and closing of the
polls and there Is still no
replacement IButton or Main
Memory Card, the Election
Officer shall direct the BEI’s to
deliver, together with the
watchers present, the ballot
box containing the ballots to
the Municipal/City Treasurer
for safekeeping;

H. There is WAN (Wide Area Network) access failure:

There is WAN
(Wide Area
Network) access
failure

The Technical Support personnel
shall repeat the turn-off and turnon procedure and to check the
network link indicator;

Problem persists

Technical Support personnel,
through the PCOS Supervisor,
shall inform, the NSC, who shall
decide whether to use nearby
PCOS or to arrange for the
delivery of replacement modem.

Problem solved
delivery of replacement modem
Delivery of replacement modem

Upon arrival of the
replacement modem BGAN
The Technical Support
personnel, under the
supervision of the BEI, shall:
Connect replacement modem
and BGAN device to PCOS.
Retransmit the information.

There is WAN (Wide Area Network) access failure (continued)

Technical Support personnel,
through the PCOS Supervisor,
shall inform, the NSC, who shall
decide whether to use nearby
PCOS or to arrange for the
delivery of replacement modem.

The PCOS of a nearby precinct
shall be used for the
transmission of results, the BEI
shall, in the presence of
watchers, give the secured
memory card inside an envelope
to the Technical Support
personnel for transmittal

Transmitted

After the results have been
successfully transmitted, the BEI
shall remove the memory card,
place it in the envelope and write
therein "TRANSMITTED";

Not Transmitted

The technical Support
Personnel shall inform the
NSCO, through the PCOS
Supervisor, and await
further Instructions.

* If there is no alternative transmission available in the polling center or nearby polling canter, the BEI shall proceed to their respective MBOC/CBOC. In this case, the
BEI shall:
Complete the printing of the thirty (30) copies of the Election Return (ER), and other reports, and follow the General Instructions to the end; Once all the activities are
completed, the BEI shall retrieve the Main Memory Card of the PCOS, place It in a sealed envelope, write therein the words "NOT TRANSMTTTED" and, accompanied by the
watchers present, deliver the same to the RCG (Reception and Custody Group) of the BOC of the city/municipality concerned, where the consolidation of the transmitted results
shall be done.

